Abstract---
INTRODUCTION
VERY day nearly 2.5 quintillion bytes of information is made and information creation will be expanding. There are many sources from which data is collected such as information from social networks, every day transaction records, cell and GPS information etc.
Big data refers to a combination of data with varying size and increment in the data makes it non manageable to store and manage. Big data is combination of structured, unstructured and semi-structured data. Whose size ranges from terabytes to petabytes. Big data uses Hadoop platform for data storing, processing and managing. It will manage the large quantity of data.
Around 2.5 quintillion bytes of data is created by users in a single day. Every year information creation is increasing in large quantity. The purpose behind information creation is there are many sources of information such as sensors, social networking, cell and GPS information. 
C. Classification of Big Data
There are three types of data such as structured , Unstructured and semi-structured data. Data is categorized based on the type of data generated.
D. Applications
Nowadays Big data has become a major field in technology. It is being used in many fields because of the feature of having ability to store unstructured data and size of the data is growing continuously. Here there are few Big Data application.
1. Fraud detection: It can be used in real world for analysis of transaction and detecting the behaviour of users. It will help in detection of fraud. 2. IT log analytics: With Big data we can identify pattern and prevents problems from occurring. It is mainly useful in diagnosing the data. 3. Call center analytics: Big data is used in call centers, so that they can provide the data to the customers early. On call it will identify customer problems and commonly occurring problems. 4. Retail: Big data is being used by many online websites like amazon, tweeter, to reduce the risk of management of data. 5. Entertainment: Big data is used by many entertainment applications such as video game advertisings and predicting performance during game play. 6. Government: Big data is being used by government in analysis of governmental processes. 7. Healthcare: Using Big data we can improve by maintaining a detailed information about patient such as prescriptions, reports, patient registries and prescriptive analysis of record. 8. Media: Nowadays the industry has moved away from using media environments such as newspapers, magazines and televisions.
9. Sports: Big data is used to improve, understand his competitors and can also predict winners by using Big data analytics. It can also be used to predict players future performance. In this chapter studied the introduction, advantages, characteristic, classification and applications of Big data.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Here studied few of the prominent research papers to understand the storage of data in Big data. Jaseena K.U and Julie M.Davis(2014), describes how data is growing every minute. In this papers highlighted the issues and challenges faced for data storage such as privacy, complexity and timeliness. Xuebin Chen, Shi Wang, Yanyan Dong, and Xu Wang(2015), presented a "Big data storage architecture in cloud computing". Implement a design which will recover the data from loss and balance the load between slave nodes. Overall provided how storage management can be implemented.
Anusha B. Dhakite , Prof. Sameer Y. Thakur (2015), describes why Hadoop became a powerful tool for analysis and transformation of data. It can store unstructured data and it can distribute across "n" number of machines. Hadoop has inbuilt feature of replication and it will replicate on itself. Presented a architecture of Hadoop layer and explained how task is divided between layers and how data is distribute among "n" machines.
Yan LIU, Tianjian ZHENG, Mingjiang LI, Jinpeng YUAN(2015), explained how hierarchical storage system is designed.
Praveen Kumar, Dr Vijay Singh Rathore (june 2014), explained the need to develop a efficient system and considering the issues and challenges associated with Big data.
Radhakrishnan R, Karthik S (sep 2014), proposed "heterogeneous file system based storage and retrieval". There will be a single name node server with data distributed and replicated among the data nodes. Presented a system for showing how this system will work.
Yang Li, Li Guo and Yike Guo, described the "design and implementation of CACSS". CACSS architecture is efficient, durable, reliable and scalable. CACSS system includes different components for storage management. (2015), presented a Big data management. There are many actors involved in the system. It will provide a pipeline of Big data.
Rabi Prasad Padhy (Feb 2015), discussed how Hadoop and MapReduce can be used for data processing. Data can be produced by many businesses in large quantities. This increase in volume of data has led to the processing and analyzing of information.
Above describes the literature survey of different authors and identified few of the issues and challenges faced by Big data. Processing of data using the existing tools was difficult. Standard tools are not designed for processing and analysing Big data. So organizations encountered early challenges in creating, managing and manipulating large datasets.
Heterogeneity: Humans can tolerate heterogeneity in information but systems need homogeneous data. Data must be structured carefully. There is no fixed format. Data can be in any of the forms .
Incompleteness: The main problem of analysis is the presence of heterogeneous data. More than 80% of data generated is unstructured. And it is dynamic. There is no fixed format for it. Incomplete data creates uncertainties and it needs to be managed. Incomplete data generally have missing values for samples. Missing values leads malfunctioning of sensor nodes.
1. Scale: As size of the data increases it will become difficult to manage and existing tools were unable to manage data. 2. Timeliness: As the size of data increases it takes more time to process and analyse. As data size increases, time to analyse also increases 3. Personal Privacy: It is an important concern. Privacy of data is a technical problem. There should not to be fear of using data by others. 4. Data confidentiality: It can provide access to other analysis tools only when proper preventive measures are taken to avoid risk of confidentiality when we are sharing confidential data. 5. Storage Issues: There is the increase in quantity of data we are generating daily and it may be due to social media as it is being used by everyone today. The current systems can store 4 terabytes of data and storing and transporting data will overwhelm the network by taking longer time. 6. Management Issues: It the main issue comes into existence after storing the data. We need to manage the stored data and in this case manage data access, utilization and updating. We need to manage the outliers from validating the data. New approaches for validation are needed. 7. Security: In some domains such as facebook such case privacy of the data and security are the commonly raised questions. In this identified the issues and challenges faced by Big data. In storage of data there are issues like privacy, security , Data loss. In this architecture loss of data is overcome by adding replication factor.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
In earlier approach a computer will store and process big data. They used Database storage system for storing data. Due to the huge amount of different types of data it leads to performance database bottleneck. To overcome that Big data system came into existence for storing Heterogeneous data.
In centralized environment there is only one master machine that holds all data means centralized storage. If centralized storage fails then whole system fails. But in Hadoop environment the storage done in distributed way. There is only metadata that hold whole information about the data which is stored on different location. Here metadata called NameNode.
The name node backup will be taken Secondary Namenode after some interval of time it will store to SSN. Here once we want to store data it will replicated in 3, means it will store in different files in different machine to secure data. In centralized environment there is only one master machine that holds all data means centralized storage. If centralized storage fails then whole system fails. But in Hadoop environment the storage done in distributed way. There is only metadata that hold whole information about the data which is stored on different location. Here metadata called NameNode.
The name node backup will be taken Secondary Namenode after some interval of time it will store to SSN. Here once we want to store data it will replicated in 3, means it will store in different files in different machine to secure data.
In centralized environment there is only one master node and multiple slave nodes. The master node holds all data. Any slave machine has storage device. All are connected to the master node to store and retrieve data. Here the storage has a limit if it go in large size like TB, PB, EB. The computing In hadoop environment one master node and multiple slave nodes present. Here master node contains the Name Node (NN), Job Tracker (JT). Every node contains two part storage part and computation part. The NN is the metadata it hold the address of whole slave node where the actual data is stored. The JT is computation part here it will take the data from NN means address. And compute using task tracker. The slave node contains Task Tracker (TT) and Data Node (DN). The DD contains actual data or physical data. The TT contains computation on actual data. Here the storage done in different data node. The data is replicated to different slave nodes. So data loss problem will be solved. Any data loss or slave node crash other will be served. There is chance of master node loss. It is solved by Secondary Name Node (SNN). Every time interval the name node value will be copied into SSN so it will be secure.On each slave machine data node is there. It takes job from master and takes care of it. JobTracker will take of all process of master. JobTracker assigns jobs to TaskTracker in each slave machine using MapReduce Programming model. Processing of the data in each slave machine is handled by TaskTracker. Now let us explain how data can be stored and processed by hadoop. Suppose we want use Hadoop to store 192MB of data adding a replication factor of 2. Generally the replication factor is more then 3.
In Hadoop platform before processing the data, file will be broken down into a size of 64MB or 128MB and that data blocks are moved to different slave nodes. Processing of the blocks will be done by running Hadoop framework. JobTracker will schedule the jobs of each node and TaskTracker processes the data. After completion of storage and processing of data the output is written back. MB of data will be divided into three blocks of size 64 MB (64MB * 3=192MB). In this example we want replicate the data by the factor of 3, to minimize the loss of data. In our example three slaves are available; Hadoop will replicate the block on different slave machines mainly to recover from dataloss by node failure. If one of the node fails we can recover from another machine .   Fig describes the following things, 1. Block A  stored at slave 1 and 2 2. Block B  stored at slave 1 and 3 3. Block C  stored at slave 2 and 3 The storing, managing, analysis and processing will be performed by Hadoop itself and client will simply provide the data to the master node and replication factor.
A. Related Technologies
Here we are studying the different technologies used by Hadoop in Big Data storage system. It includes various components for Hadoop environment.
B. Hadoop
It is free available software and open source platform. It runs on "linux environment". Large quantity of data can be stored and processed. For example, if we want to store the whole organizations data into HADOOP, then software will devid ethe data into pieces and then spread across the different servers. Hadoop keeps track of the locations of all servers where data is stored. Apache Hadoop consists of many components like "Hadoop kernel, MapReduce, HDFS, Apache HIVE, HBase, Zookeep".
C. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
It is a "fault tolerant storage system". It will store vast amount of data, scale up and also recover from loss of data. It creates a group of machines called as cluster and distributes work among the machines. If one of the machines fails, still it will operate without losing any data.it will divide the data into pieces called as "blocks" and stores it across the number of servers. It is having a default replication factor of 3.
It is generally "expensive to build bigger servers" for handling large scale processing, but we can form a cluster by connecting many machines to a master machine.
Main tasks of Hadoop are:
1. Data is divided into pieces of uniform size 64 or 128 MB. 2. Those pieces forms a blocks and are distributed across cluster. 3. HDFS performs processing of the files. 4. Hadoop has inbuilt feature of replications and it will replicates to recover from hardware failure. HDFS architecture has a master angd slave format. It consists of a single NameNode and a number of DataNodes. NameNode acts as a master and distribute the tasks to DataNodes into fixed blocks of 64MB or 128 MB size. There will be only one DataNode per cluster and it manages the storage. It executes operations like "opening, closing, and renaming". DataNode will perform read and write operations. DFS follows the master-slave architecture and it has the following elements. It manages system namespace. NameNode will perform the task provided by DataNode.
D. Goals of HDFS
1. Fault detection and recovery: It includes commodity hardware and failure of hardware component occurs repeatedly. It includes a mechanism for fault detection and recovery. 2. Large amount of data: It includes a large number of nodes to store vast amount of data.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the proposed model storage of data is important and it will show how data is stored in Cluster. The objective of the model is to reduce the loss of data and recovery of data using replication. Implementing the model with two or more slaves will reduce the loss of data by replicating the data into number of slaves. As the number of slaves increases loss of data will reduce. If there is only one slave machine then data will be replicated in one slave and loss of data is maximum. The performance of the system is observed. Here performance of the system is compared depending on the time taken to copy the data into the Hadoop and in normal platform. Hadoop can store data is less time comapare to other platfoems.
V. CONCLUSION
The important factor to store and retrieve data is system should be reliable, secure and fast computing. The mechanism presented in this thesis implements storage in efficient manner as the previous system fails to store unstructured and semi structured. Here the -storage of data is done in replication, so loss of data taken care here. If data stored in one slave fails 
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Hadoop then other slave will take care of that. The name node will take care of all data. It holds the meta data. All replicas will be stored in meta data. In case of processing it can process any type of data like structured semi structured and unstructured. In HDFS storing of data is very easier compared to the existing system.
Nowadays it is used in limited area like private network VPN. It can be extended to the cloud. There cloud plays storage systems. Cloud service provider become framework there we can store metadata. Data storage and processing get easier in cloud.
